We also saw the hot springs (card # 3). I had forgotten how deeply and brilliantly colored is the Grand Canyon of Y.P. The falls were white and the green (card # 4) and the deep green red, white, rose yellow, brown, green.

Please be sure to let me know, even if by wire, whether or not I am to take Ed to work tomorrow. We leave Jenny Lake tomorrow morning.

Today is another gorgeous day. It is warm during.

Yours love -

Paula & Kenny
is anxious to see more
letter & some cubes.
This is an old huge hotel
but very nice. We got all
clean last night. Clothes dry
in a hurry.
K. was up at 5:30 A.M. +
down in the lobby by 6:30.
He met the Wards who
will be at Old Faithful
tonight. They are of course
on route for the ride to
Teton Valley Saturday. They are
driving their own car.
Yesterday afternoon K saw
his first bubbling hot spring +
it came out with
a thunderous roar —
"Dragon's Mouth" see next
2 cards.
got a letter covering our entire trip thru Yellowstone & return with Ed.

On the bus ride here yesterday afternoon we saw a big cow moose & calf in a field of red Indian paintbrush by a rushing stream - just across the stream from the road. The cameras were stilled parked! Later we saw 2 more moose at a great distance. Then I sped a deer deep in the woods lying down.

Later we saw 3 black bears which came right up to the bus. Kenny